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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Cees van der Vleuten 
Maastricht University  
The Netherlands 

REVIEW RETURNED 18-Nov-2013 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This paper skilfully analyses the reliability of a new rating scale for 
assessing communication skills. The paper is well written and easy 
to understand. I have nevertheless a number of concerns.  
 
From a methodological perspective this is a very preliminary report 
based on a very small sample of raters, GPs and encounters/cases. 
In terms of Kane’s validity perspective, this report is a very tine piece 
of evidence in the potentially large chain of validity evidence. With a 
sample of 21 GP-candidates in two (simulated) encounters reliability 
estimates are really very difficult to interpret. A larger study is 
needed in which close attention is paid to the size of rater variance 
in relation to encounter/case variance. Usually rater variance is a 
relative small part of the overall variance, and most noise in the 
measurement stems from variability of performance across 
encounters. It is important provide clarification on this issue, also for 
this new instrument, but a larger dataset is needed for that.  
 
From a conceptual standpoint the authors are encouraged to provide 
more justification for the introduction of this particular new 
instrument. There are other communication instruments for 
assessing clinical encounters. Why do we need this one on top of all 
others? What is the problem with the others? In addition, should we 
measure communication separate from clinical content? In recent 
years we have developed a more holistic view on competence and 
should we continue to measure things separately? There are 
instruments in the literature judging the whole clinical encounter 
(with their estimates of reliability) that include communication. So 
why having another instrument that looks at communication as a 
separate entity? In more recent literature, evidence is coming 
forward that communication at senior stages of learning (like with 
GP trainees of GPs themselves) should not be assessed generically, 
but should take the clinical context into account. Doctors use 
communication strategies for specific (clinical) purposes, so those 
purposes should be taken into account when rating communication. 
For example, the scoring example on page 7 of the paper scores 
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“not done” as zero. In some clinical situations “not doing” certain 
communication strategies may be quite appropriate. So from a 
conceptual framework: why a new instrument and why assess 
communication separately and generically? I encourage the authors 
to provide more justification for this.  
 
Some recent studies that may be informative:  
Veldhuijzen W, Ram PM, van der Weijden T, van der Vleuten CPM. 
(2013) Communication guidelines as a learning tool: an exploration 
of user preferences in general practice. Patient Educ. Couns., 
90(2):213–9.  
 
Essers, G., Kramer, A., Andriesse, B., van Weel, C., van der 
Vleuten, C., & van Dulmen, S. (2013). Context factors in general 
practitioner-patient encounters and their impact on assessing 
communication skills-an exploratory study. BMC family practice, 
14(1), 65.  
 
Essers, G., van Dulmen, S., van Es, J., van Weel, C., van der 
Vleuten, C., & Kramer, A. (2013). Context factors in consultations of 
general practitioner trainees and their impact on communication 
assessment in the authentic setting. Patient education and 
counseling.  
 
Salmon, P., & Young, B. (2011). Creativity in clinical communication: 
from communication skills to skilled communication. Medical 
education, 45(3), 217-226. 

 

REVIEWER Tom Reader 
London School of Economics, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 23-Dec-2013 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Very interesting paper - well written and thought out. It applies 
theory on communication and behavioural observation to structure 
assessments of patient-doctor communications. It investigates the 
reliability of applying a rating scale to examine simulated patient-
doctor interactions. It generally finds the scale to work. I think the 
paper is good, but needs some work in terms of developing the 
rationale underlying the research questions, and also consideration 
of the type of reliability being assessed.  
 
1. The introduction sets up the paper well, and makes a good case 
for developing more reliable assessments of patient-doctor 
interactions. Some more thoughts on how exactly structured 
feedback might be used to improve skills might be given. The key 
problem with the introduction is that the five questions that are 
posed, which whilst relevant, do not really emerge from the literature 
review. Why is each of the questions being asked - i.e. what do they 
contribute. For example, on question "a" (relating to fixed 
differences) a clear logic to the question is not developed (i.e. the 
need to answer this question should be developed in the 
introduction. Or, question "e" on the order of consultations - why 
should this influence performance or be important? I think the 
introduction needs to better link to the questions being posed, and to 
describe why these factors are important in validating a tool. Some 
comment on the work that has influenced these questions (i.e. are 
you emulating reliability testing elsewhere) might also be useful.  
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2. We need a bit more detail on what a typical consultation scenario 
looks like (i.e. what was the procedure of them), and also how are 
differences in the assertiveness of the patient (the actor) expected to 
shape the interactions (and ratings) - this isn't considered in the 
research questions yet appears important (e.g. are some scenarios 
are more challenging than others?).  
 
3. Some comment is need on the 3 point scale used to assess the 
behaviours of doctors. It seems quite narrow, and does this scale 
borrow from another scale elsewhere? What exactly do "adequate" 
and "good" look like? The lack of definition for these may underlie 
some of the inconsistencies found between raters. This is quite a 
common problem in behavioural assessment (the behavioural 
anchors used to assess behaviour), and there is no single solution 
or perfect method. However, some justification for the method used 
here would be good.  
 
4. I must say, I got a little lost in the 'fixed difference' analysis - 
although I can see you have put a lot of effort into explaining it. This 
links back to point 1 (explaining the importance of the fixed 
difference - which is in effect as I understand it trying to establish 
individual norms for rating). You might be better served by giving an 
example of some sort.  
 
5. I think it would very useful for you to provide a bar graph of some 
sort on the breakdown of responses for each item on the scale. I.e. 
to show ratings for each item (e.g. what proportion of ratings were 
good, poor). You have two raters for each scenario, so you would 
have to figure out how to capture this. None the less, it would be 
useful to see for each question, what the average score is (are some 
always good, others always poor?). You could include this as an 
appendix if it is too large to go in the article body  
 
6. As I understood it, the statistical data appeared fine and the tool 
ratings are generally reliable (albeit, with some variation between 
individual raters). One does wonder whether the reliability analysis 
should be run at an individual question item level, although I guess 
the tool does provide a single score. The reliability analysis is in 
effect testing the reliability of raters to assess several items and 
generate a score. My concern would be that the raters, whilst 
appearing to give consistent scores, actually score items differently - 
yet when you add them all up, the scores appear similar (and tend 
towards the mean). This is quite an important critique (unless I have 
misunderstood your reliability assessment), as you are not really 
assessing reliability of observing behaviour, but overall scorings of 
patient-doctor consultations.  
 
7. I would like the discussion to focus a bit on how the tool should be 
used to influence assessment and training. Some of the 
explanations for the findings require unpacking. E.g. on the order 
effects - I think more explanation as to why this occurred is required 
(and as I mention above, discussion on why it is expected). 
 
Good paper - I recommend that some extra work be done on it, 
however fundamentally it is a valuable piece of work.    
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VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer one: Cees van der Vleuten  

 

REVIEWER 1 COMMENT ONE: “From a methodological perspective this is a very preliminary report 

based on a very small sample of raters, GPs and encounters/cases. In terms of Kane’s validity 

perspective, this report is a very tiny piece of evidence in the potentially large chain of validity 

evidence. With a sample of 21 GP-candidates in two (simulated) encounters reliability estimates are 

really very difficult to interpret. A larger study is needed in which close attention is paid to the size of 

rater variance in relation to encounter/case variance. Usually rater variance is a relative small part of 

the overall variance, and most noise in the measurement stems from variability of performance across 

encounters. It is important provide clarification on this issue, also for this new instrument, but a larger 

dataset is needed for that.”  

 

AUTHOR RESPONSE: We agree that this is indeed an initial study and cannot be taken as definitive 

evidence for the reliability of the GCRS. We currently have a grant application under review to 

evaluate its performance in a large sample of 250 real-life GP-patient consultations covering a broad 

range of clinical areas. However, the findings presented here represent an important first step in 

building the psychometric evidence base for the GCRS, and will be of interest to the substantial 

numbers of people involved in communication skills assessment and training, particularly as the 

Calgary Cambridge guide to the medical interview, on which the GCRS is based, is used widely in a 

variety of international settings.  

 

REVIEWER 1 COMMENT TWO: “From a conceptual standpoint the authors are encouraged to 

provide more justification for the introduction of this particular new instrument. There are other 

communication instruments for assessing clinical encounters. Why do we need this one on top of all 

others? What is the problem with the others? In addition, should we measure communication 

separate from clinical content? In recent years we have developed a more holistic view on 

competence and should we continue to measure things separately? There are instruments in the 

literature judging the whole clinical encounter (with their estimates of reliability) that include 

communication. So why having another instrument that looks at communication as a separate entity? 

In more recent literature, evidence is coming forward that communication at senior stages of learning 

(like with GP trainees of GPs themselves) should not be assessed generically, but should take the 

clinical context into account. Doctors use communication strategies for specific (clinical) purposes, so 

those purposes should be taken into account when rating communication. For example, the scoring 

example on page 7 of the paper scores “not done” as zero. In some clinical situations “not doing” 

certain communication strategies may be quite appropriate. So from a conceptual framework: why a 

new instrument and why assess communication separately and generically? I encourage the authors 

to provide more justification for this.”  

 

AUTHOR RESPONSE: As the reviewer quite correctly points out, there are indeed other instruments 

available which evaluate communication within consultations, most notably the MAAS-Global 

developed at Maastricht University. We have added a paragraph to the Introduction (page 5) to 

explore in more depth two different approaches to the assessment of communication (together with or 

separate from clinical skills), and outlined why we need the GCRS with its specific focus on 

communication skills in order to offer targeted training to those doctors who are underperforming in 

this area.  

 

 

Reviewer two: Tom Reader  

 

REVIEWER 2 COMMENT ONE: “The introduction sets up the paper well, and makes a good case for 

developing more reliable assessments of patient-doctor interactions. Some more thoughts on how 
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exactly structured feedback might be used to improve skills might be given. The key problem with the 

introduction is that the five questions that are posed, which whilst relevant, do not really emerge from 

the literature review. Why is each of the questions being asked - i.e. what do they contribute. For 

example, on question "a" (relating to fixed differences) a clear logic to the question is not developed 

(i.e. the need to answer this question should be developed in the introduction. Or, question "e" on the 

order of consultations - why should this influence performance or be important? I think the introduction 

needs to better link to the questions being posed, and to describe why these factors are important in 

validating a tool. Some comment on the work that has influenced these questions (i.e. are you 

emulating reliability testing elsewhere) might also be useful.”  

 

AUTHOR RESPONSE: We thank the reviewer for this insightful comment, and have expanded our 

explanations of the rationale between our five questions concerning aspects of reliability for GCRS on 

pages 6 and 7 in the Introduction.  

 

REVIEWER 2 COMMENT TWO: “We need a bit more detail on what a typical consultation scenario 

looks like (i.e. what was the procedure of them), and also how are differences in the assertiveness of 

the patient (the actor) expected to shape the interactions (and ratings) - this isn't considered in the 

research questions yet appears important (e.g. are some scenarios are more challenging than 

others?)”  

 

AUTHOR RESPONSE: We have added more detail on the nature of the simulated consultations 

pages 7 and 8 the paper.  

 

REVIEWER 2 COMMENT THREE: “ Some comment is need on the 3 point scale used to assess the 

behaviours of doctors. It seems quite narrow, and does this scale borrow from another scale 

elsewhere? What exactly do "adequate" and "good" look like? The lack of definition for these may 

underlie some of the inconsistencies found between raters. This is quite a common problem in 

behavioural assessment (the behavioural anchors used to assess behaviour), and there is no single 

solution or perfect method. However, some justification for the method used here would be good.”  

 

AUTHOR RESPONSE: As the reviewer will know, there remains some debate about the optimal 

number of response options for scales, and judging the “best” approach for each particular scale is a 

balancing act of reliability versus usability and appropriateness. In making assessments of 

communication behaviour, increased granularity can be redundant as raters are ultimately concerned 

with whether what they see is sufficient to meet accepted professional standards. Multiple response 

options can therefore be less important when the focus is one whether something is “good enough” or 

not. We have added further clarification about the choice of a 3-point scale to the methods section 

(GCRS, page 8).  

 

We agree it is possible that a lack of training or uncertainty in definition could be responsible for some 

of our findings – for example, the lack of variation between rater scores for the two domains of “non-

verbal behaviour” and “closure” (set out in Appendix 2) could be attributable to raters’ difficulty in 

distinguishing differences in doctor’s behaviours on these items (or it could, of course, reflect a 

similarity of doctors’ performances). Training undertaken by raters focussed on how to distinguish 

different levels of performance, establishing a shared understanding of expected standards of 

behaviour across each domain derived from the Calgary Cambridge approach as a criterion–

referenced standard. We have added further details of the training to our methods section (GP raters, 

page 9).  

 

A brief further note to the Editor and reviewers: the grant application currently under review to further 

develop the GCRS includes a comparison of the performance of the instrument using either 3-point or 

4-point response options to enable us to compare the performance of alternative scale options.  
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REVIEWER 2 COMMENT FOUR: “ I must say, I got a little lost in the 'fixed difference' analysis - 

although I can see you have put a lot of effort into explaining it. This links back to point 1 (explaining 

the importance of the fixed difference - which is in effect as I understand it trying to establish 

individual norms for rating). You might be better served by giving an example of some sort.”  

 

AUTHOR RESPONSE: We hope that the expanded explanation of the rationale for the fixed 

difference analysis in the Introduction, page 6, addresses this concern.  

 

REVIEWER 2 COMMENT FIVE: “ I think it would very useful for you to provide a bar graph of some 

sort on the breakdown of responses for each item on the scale. I.e. to show ratings for each item (e.g. 

what proportion of ratings were good, poor). You have two raters for each scenario, so you would 

have to figure out how to capture this. None the less, it would be useful to see for each question, what 

the average score is (are some always good, others always poor?). You could include this as an 

appendix if it is too large to go in the article body.”  

 

AUTHOR RESPONSE: We agree, and thank the reviewer for this helpful suggestion. We have added 

additional material to the appendix containing histograms showing the distribution of mean 

consultation scores for each domain of the GCRS. We link to this appendix from some additional text 

in Results, page 13.  

 

REVIEWER 2 COMMENT SIX “ As I understood it, the statistical data appeared fine and the tool 

ratings are generally reliable (albeit, with some variation between individual raters). One does wonder 

whether the reliability analysis should be run at an individual question item level, although I guess the 

tool does provide a single score. The reliability analysis is in effect testing the reliability of raters to 

assess several items and generate a score. My concern would be that the raters, whilst appearing to 

give consistent scores, actually score items differently - yet when you add them all up, the scores 

appear similar (and tend towards the mean). This is quite an important critique (unless I have 

misunderstood your reliability assessment), as you are not really assessing reliability of observing 

behaviour, but overall scorings of patient-doctor consultations.”  

 

AIUTHOR RESPONSE: Thank you. We have added in Table 2 to the appendix with figures for 

reliability of each individual domain with differing numbers of raters (from 1 to 10). We have added a 

paragraph discussing these findings to the Discussion, pages 14 to 15.  

 

 

REVIEWER 2 COMMENT SEVEN “I would like the discussion to focus a bit on how the tool should be 

used to influence assessment and training. Some of the explanations for the findings require 

unpacking. E.g. on the order effects - I think more explanation as to why this occurred is required (and 

as I mention above, discussion on why it is expected).”  

 

• AUTHOR RESPONSE:  

• We have added a note to the conclusion outlining how we envisage the GCRS being used in 

assessment and training, page 17. The data presented in this paper currently only outline the GCRS’ 

performance for the assessment of individual consultations – as we state, we need to undertake more 

extensive research to know how it performs in assessing individual providers, including how the 

details of its training use may work best.  

• We have added further details of reliability for individual domains to the discussion, pages 14 to 15  

• We have considerably expanded our explanation of the importance of considering order effects in 

the Introduction, page 7, to better situate our findings.  

 

As a result of these changes, we have gone over the recommended word limit of 4,000 words – the 
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paper now stands at 4,138 words. We judged it better to respond in full to the points raised by the 

reviewers in the first instance, and would be very happy to reduce the word count on your advice if 

required. 
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